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MOMENT-GENERATING FUNCTIONS AND
LAPLACE TRANSFORMS
JAMES F. MILLER
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas

The purpose of this paper is to establish a relationship between momentfunctions and another type of integral transform, namely the
Laplace transform, and to show what could follow from such relationship.
If M x(0) denotes a moment-generating function of say a statistical distribution, then Mx((9) = g(60 + h(<9) where g(/9) and h(0) are Laplace transforms; i.e., such a moment-generating function is a linear combination of two
Laplace transforms, if the given function can be dominated in any sort
of way.
Let a moment-generating function be denoted by Mx((9) where
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By comparison withMx((9) one sees that
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are two Laplace transforms if we restrict f(x) and f(—x) so that they are of
exponential order. We may designate them as g(60 and h'(— 0) or g(60 and
h(^) respectively Now it follows that a moment-generating function is the
sum of two Laplace transforms. 2
1
2

The notation used in this paper is the same as that in references 6 and 7.
This theorem has been generalized to the case of more than one variable.
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An interesting application of this theorem is that of handling certain
moment-generating functions by looking them up in a table of Laplace transforms. As an example let us consider a moment-generating function where
f(x) =e~ x, o< x< oo and f(x) ¦ o for -oo< x< o.
Then Mx(«
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This function will exist provided that Q < 1; it follows that
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Now by the use of Laplace
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The first transform is zero, and from a table of Laplace
that the transform of e ax is s — a

.

Here s
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= -1 and

transforms

we find
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The fact that a moment-generating function is the sum of two Laplace
is sufficient information for one to conclude that any momentgenerating function represents one and only one function, and conversely.
The demonstration is as follows:

transforms

Consider

Mx(0) =

e^ftodx, a < x < b and

f(x) = o for

/*<*;

then Mx(#) = g(@) + h(9), where g{0) and h(#) are Laplace transforms.
If
both sides of the equality are operated on by L""1 the inverse operator (a
linear operator), we obtain

,

Im (£)\

L-1

x

=

L"1

fg(0) \ + L"1Li(0)\ = f(x),

but the Laplace transform links only pairs of functions, if we do not stress
a very strict sense. Hence Mx(#) represents one and only one function,
f(x), and conversely. This conclusion is explained in Churchill's book,
Modern Operational Mathematics inEngineering, on page 11.
The author wishes to thank Dr. C. L. Perry of the University of Arkansas
mathematics staff for helpful comments on this paper.
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